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This is interesting to know that if you are aware of the possible performing killer facts and causes
you can eliminate these factors or issues from your machine. But on the contrary if you are not
aware of the reasons it would be very difficult to fix the slow PC problem. This is a very common
practice by many Slow PC users that they keep on trying different tools and utilities to speed up PC
instead of knowing the actual reason behind.

For an instance if your computer has any hardware fault and you keep on running your antivirus
program or any other system security software so it wonâ€™t help at all. This might cost you expensive
as well. So beware of this useless practice and try focussing on the root causes of the issue.

Some of the major causes are listed below.

Virus, spyware, malware or any other Trojan virus

Computer viruses are of 100 of types and they all play their roles differently. However to reduce the
performance and speed of a computer is the major intension of a computer virus or malware. To
remove all kinds of viruses and malware you must use an updated and effective antivirus program
so that it can scan and fix all dangerous entries from your machine.

Insufficient RAM

RAM is one of the most essential factors that can affect the speed and performance of your
machine. If you are lacking in sufficient RAM the performance of your system will hit severely and
often you can experience the slow computer/PC problem with your computer.

There is no alternate of an insufficient RAM but to upgrade the existing one with the greater capacity
of RAM.

Corrupt Windows registry

Windows registry is the place where all the configuration settings and optio0n are saved for various
windows components including all hardware and software programs. Over time due to different
operations such as uninstall/install the registry might gets affected and this bloated registry can
create issues such as a slow PC problem.

To resolve this issue and to clean your corrupt windows registry you must use a reliable windows
registry cleaner or repair program which is capable to clean and repair this corrupt registry.

Hardware failure or any faulty hardware

Any faulty hardware can cause the slow PC problem in your machine. Since hardware is considered
to be the physical body of the operating system so we cannot imagine a complete computer system
without the hardware components and especially the functioning and reliable piece of hardware.

If you have any faulty or broken hardware installed in your machine it is strongly suggested to
replace these affected pieces with better and working components.

All the aforementioned points and facts often cause the poor performance problem inside you
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machine and that usually affect your machineâ€™s speed and performance and if they are well and in
working state the chances of reducing the speed is very less. And if you still face the slow
performance issue with your machine you might need to reinstall your windows.
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Fix slow pc issue with the best a registry cleaner program and make it run faster. a  windows
registry problems  is the best pc utility which is capable to speed up PC instantly and in an effective
way.
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